electrons. Grazing incidence X-ray scattering, on the oth& hand, is easily described using kinematical theory. Provided the scattering geometry is well chosen, the latter technique is extremely sensitive to the surface morphology on an atomic scale [3] . In this study, the advantages of X-ray scattering are used to observe the Ge growth on a Ge(l11) crystal during deposition. For this system a layer-by-layer growth mode has been reported for a substrate temperature of 200 O C [4] . By measuring the reflected intensity during deposition for several values of the perpendicular momentum transfer we are able to describe the growth intterms of occupation numbers of the topmost levels using a model that includes three incomplete temce levels.
Rhumb -On ttudie la nucle'ation de Ge dkposd sur Ge(ll1) en ultravide par rkjlectivitk de rayons X . La mesure de l'intensitt? rkflkchie du faisceau spkulaire en fonction de l'angle d'incidence donne acc2s d la distribution de hauteurs de terrasse sur la surface durant la croissance du cristal de Ge(ll1)
The study of epitaxial growth on an atomic scale is of interest not only from a fundamental point of view. Molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) technology offers the possibility to produce multilayer semiconductor devices. A special class is formed by the so called "monolayer superlattices" [I] . A two-dimensional layer-by-layer growth mode, i.e., a growth where each layer is completely filled before the next one starts on top, allows the fabrication of such devices.
It is well known that, during MBE layer-by-layer growth, pronounced oscillations occur in the specularly reflected intensity of high energy electrons. Det'ails of the growth mode, however, are difficult to reveal since multiple scattering effects play an important role [2] in the reflection of Article published online by EDP Sciences and available at http://dx.doi.org/10.1051/jphyscol:1989731 electrons. Grazing incidence X-ray scattering, on the oth& hand, is easily described using kinematical theory. Provided the scattering geometry is well chosen, the latter technique is extremely sensitive to the surface morphology on an atomic scale [3] . In this study, the advantages of X-ray scattering are used to observe the Ge growth on a Ge(l11) crystal during deposition. For this system a layer-by-layer growth mode has been reported for a substrate temperature of 200 O C [4] . By measuring the reflected intensity during deposition for several values of the perpendicular momentum transfer we are able to describe the growth intterms of occupation numbers of the topmost levels using a model that includes three incomplete temce levels.
The experimental setup consists of an ultrahigh-vacuum chamber with up to five Knudsen effusion cells, which is coupled to a five-circle diffractometer [5] . The deposition rate of the Ge effusion cell was (4.4k0.2) x1013 at./(cmz.min) as calibrated with Rutherford backscattering ((RBS). Repeated sputter and anneal cycles as described in [4] were used to clean the Ge(ll1) sample. After this treatment sharp ~(2x8) diffraction patterns were observed with reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED) and a reflectivity curve versus perpendicular momentum transfer shows an almost perfectly flat surface. The Ge(ll1) crystal consists of stacked (1 11) fig. 1 . show damped oscillations with a parabolic shape, which are most prominent for 14. Note that the period between two successive maxima (minima) is not exactly equal to the time required for the deposition of an amount equal to a biiayer.
In order to interpret the reflectivity measurements quantitatively we consider a surface with a finite number of terrace levels. Using simple diffraction theory, the time-dependent occupancies of the different terrace levels are now derived from the reflectivity curves. For an arbitrary distribution of steps in two dimensions it has been shown [6] that the reflected intensity profile in reciprocal space consists of two parts: a sharp Bragg peak and a step-broadened contribution. In our experiments the acceptance of the detector system was such that only the sharp Bragg component was measured. The total reflected intensity is given by the Fourier transform of the two-point distribution function [6] .
The integrated intensity of the normalized Bragg component is given by:
where pi is the one-point probability of finding a topmost atom at level i. The summation extends over all possible levels. In the case of a perfect layer-by-layer growth there are only two levels involved. In this context one layer is understood to be a bilayer. As long as the system has not reached a "steady state" growth mode -one in which the distribution of atoms over the levels as a function of deposition stays constant for successive deposited bilayersthe period of the oscillation is not equal to the time required for the deposition of a bilayer and the oscillation is damped. Calibration of the deposited amount using the period of the intensity oscillation, as is routinely done using specularly reflected high energy electrons [8] , would in our case yield an error of 10%.
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